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Abstract
Subadditivity is an important tool for proving the existence of thermodynamic limits in the statistical
mechanics of models of lattice clusters (such as the self-avoiding walk and percolation clusters). The
partition functions of these models may satisfy a variety of super- or submultiplicative inequalities, and
these may be reduced to a subadditive relation by taking logarithms, and changing signs, if necessary.
In this manuscript, the function p#n (m) into N, with (n,m) ∈ N2, is assumed to satisfy the super-
multiplicative inequality
p#n1(m1)p
#
n2(m2) ≤ p#n1+n2(m1+m2).
Inequalities of these types are frequently encountered in models of interacting lattice clusters; see for
example reference [10]. Several results on p#n (m) in reference [9] are reviewed here, and in particular,
a proof is given that the limit
logP() = lim
n→∞
1
n log p
#
n (bnc)
exists and is a concave function of  under very mild assumptions. In addition, it is shown that for a
convergent sequence 〈δn〉 in N, such that limn→∞ 1n δn = δ, the limit
lim
n→∞
1
n log p
#
n (δn) = logP#(δ)
exists. This corrects an unrecoverable flaw in the proof of theorem 3.6 in reference [9].
1 Introduction
Suppose that
Zn(a) =
∞∑
m=0
p#n (m) a
m (1)
is the (canonical) partition function of a model of lattice clusters of size n (for example, lattice animals, or
lattice trees, or lattice polygons). The parameter a = eb/kT (conjugate to an interaction energy b) is the
activity of the model, and m is the energy of the model, conjugate to a. The limiting free energy is given
by the limit
F(a) = lim
n→∞
1
n logZn(a). (2)
If this limit exists, then it is the thermodynamic limit in the model.
The finite size free energy Fn(a) = 1n logZn(a) is analytic on the positive real axis in the a-plane. In the
thermodynamic limit F(a) = limn→∞ Fn(a), and phase transitions in the model are seen as singular points
in F(a) at critical values of a on the positive real a-axis [2, 11, 12, 15]. In the models of lattice clusters
(such as lattice animals, polygons or walks) the existence of a limiting free energy is usually proven using
subadditive or superadditive relations involving the finite size free energy.
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Figure 1: (a) A walk can be cut into two subwalks if it is cut in a chosen vertex (marked by the large bullet). Since each subwalk is a self-avoiding
walk, this shows that cn cm ≥ cn+m. That is, log cn is a subadditive function on N. (b) Two polygons can be concatenated into one by placing
the right-most, top-most edge of the first next to the left-most, bottom-most edge of the second (and by choosing the second polygon to have
its left-most, bottom most edge parallel to the right-most, top-most edge of the first). There are pn choices for the first polygon, and 1d−1 pm
choices for the second polygon, and each concatenated polygon has length n+m. This shows that
∑n
m=0 pn−m pm ≤ (d − 1)pn (where n ∈ 2N
and m ∈ 2N – both n and m are even numbers). That is, − log( 1
d−1 pn) is a subadditive function on 2N.
Subadditivity is a useful property in several areas of Mathematics and Physics. It is for example an
essential property of outer measures in Measure Theory [14], is a property of cost functions in Economics
[16], and was also shown to apply to entropy in Quantum Information Theory [13]. In the Statistical
Mechanics of lattice clusters, it is encountered in Percolation Theory (see for example reference [3]), and
in the study of the Statistical Mechanics of lattice animals, polygons and self-avoiding walks [1, 4–6] (see
figure 1).
In lattice models with canonical partition functions of the type in equation (15) above, it is often the
case that the concatenation of lattice clusters (see figure 1) gives supermultiplicative inequalities which
involves a convulation of the type
m∑
k=0
p#n1(k) p
#
n2(m− k) ≤ p#n1+n2(m). (3)
Multiplying by am, and summing m, gives
Zn1(a)Zn2(a) ≤ Zn1+n2(a). (4)
In other words, Zn(a) satisfies a supermultiplicative inequality, and − logZn(a) is subadditive on N. Ex-
amples of this is given by the models in figure 1.
Sometimes a weaker relation is obtained. For example, in figure 1(b), let pn(m) be the number of
(unrooted) square lattice polygons of length n with energy m. Concatatenating polygons of lengths n1
and n2, and energies m1 and m2 as shown, gives pn1(m1) pn2(m2) ≤ pn1+n2(m1+m2). In the d dimen-
sional hypercubic lattice there are 1d−1pn2(m2) choices for the second polygon, so that pn1(m1) pn2(m2) ≤
(d − 1) pn1+n2(m1+m2). Putting p#n (m) = 1d−1 pn(m) gives the relation
p#n1(m1) p
#
n2(m2) ≤ p#n1+n2(m1+m2). (5)
This is a supermultiplicative relation of p#n (m) into N with (n,m) ∈ N2, and it similar to, but not as strong
as equation (3) (since equation (3) implies equation (5), and not vice versa).
The classical result on subadditive functions is Fekete’s lemma [8]:
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Theorem 1. (Fekete’s lemma) Suppose that M ⊆ N is closed under addition and let an : M → Z be a
subadditive function on M. Then
lim
n→∞
1
nan = infn≥1
1
nan = υ,
where υ ∈ [−∞,∞) and where the limit is taken in M. If an ≥ An for a finite A, then υ is finite and so
an ≥ nυ.
For example, if cn is the number of self-avoiding walks of length n from the origin in the hypercubic
lattice, then by figure 1(a) cn cm ≥ cn+m. Put an = log cn in Fekete’s lemma, and notice that cn ≥ dn in
d dimensions, so that an ≥ n log d . Then it follows that
lim
n→∞
1
n log cn = infn≥1
1
n log cn = logµ ≥ log d (6)
and log cn ≥ n logµ and cn = µn+o(n).
Generalisations of Fekete’s lemma are known, and in appendix A of reference [10] two are given. In
particular, one due to Wilker and Whittington [17], and a second due to Hammersley [7]. In this paper
an additional generalisation of Fekete’s lemma is examined. In particular, the relation in equation (5) is
examined. Relations like equation (5) are often encountered when lattice clusters of sizes n1 and n2 are
concatenated similar to the construction in figure 1(b), and where the energies m1 and m2 of the clusters
are additive under the construction. This is, for example, shown above for lattice polygons.
Below I give a short review of results on relation (5) obtained elsewhere. In particular, the results in ref-
erence [9] are reviewed. A corollary of this is that given some mild assumptions, and the supermultiplicative
relation in equation (5), the limit
logP#() = lim
n→∞
1
n log p
#
n (bnc)ZXZ[eqn7] (7)
exists. This result is a generalisation of Fekete’s lemma. Additional results are given in reference [9], some
which are reviewed in reference [10]. The proof of theorem 3.6 in reference [9] has an unrecoverable error,
and a new proof of this result is given below.
2 Existence of the limit in equation (7)
Assume that p#n (m) satisfies Assumptions 3.1 in reference [9]. These are reproduced as Assumptions A:
Assumptions A (Assumptions 3.1 in reference [9]):
Let p#n (m) be the number of polygons (or lattice clusters) of length n, and which have energy m. Assume
that p#n (m) satisfies the following properties:
(1) There exists a constant K > 0 such that 0 ≤ p#n (m) ≤ Kn for each value of n and of m.
(2) There exist a finite constant C > 0, and numbers An and Bn such that 0 ≤ An ≤ Bn ≤ Cn and
p#n (m) > 0 if An ≤ m ≤ Bn, and p#n (m) = 0 otherwise.
(3) p#n (m) satisfies a supermultiplicative inequality of the type
p#n1(m1)p
#
n2(m2) ≤ p#n1+n2(m1 +m2). (8)
Define
m = lim inf
n→∞
1
nAn, and M = lim sup
n→∞
1
nBn, (9)
and assume that m < M . Since C is finite in Assumption 3.1(2), it follows that 0 ≤ m < M ≤ C <∞.
Lemma 2. For each n ∈ N, 1nAn ≥ limn→∞ 1nAn = m. Similarly, for n ∈ N, 1nBn ≤ limn→∞ 1nBn = M .
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Proof. By Assumption 3.1(3) above
p#n (An) p
#
m (Am) ≤ p#n+m(An + Am).
This shows that An +Am ≥ An+m since p#n+m(An + Am) > 0 if p#n (An) > 0 and p#m (Am) > 0. In other
words, 〈An〉 is a subadditive function on N. By Fekete’s lemma
lim
n→∞
1
nAn = infn∈N
1
nAn = m
and the limit on the left hand side exists and is equal to m.
Similar to the above,
p#n (Bn) p
#
m (Bm) ≤ p#n+m(Bn + Bm).
This shows that Bn +Bm ≤ Bn+m. Hence 〈Bn〉 is a superadditive function, and by Fekete’s lemma
lim
n→∞
1
nBn = sup
n∈N
1
nBn = M .
The limit on the left hand side exists and is equal to M .
This completes the proof of the lemma.
The density function P#() is a log-concave function of  ∈ (m, M) given by
logP#() = lim
n→∞
1
n log p
#
n (bnc). (10)
Existence of this limit is proven in theorem 3.4 of reference [9]. By theorem 3.5 in reference [9], logP#()
is a concave function of  ∈ (m, M). We review these results and their proofs next.
The total number of lattice clusters of size n is p#n =
∑
m≥0 p
#
n (m).
Theorem 3 (Theorem 3.2 in reference [9]). The growth constant µ# of p#n is defined by
logµ# = lim
n→∞
1
n log p
#
n .
By Assumption 3.1(1), µ# is finite.
Proof. Sum the left-hand side of equation (8) over {m1, m2}. This gives
p#n1 p
#
n2 ≤ (1+Bn2 −An2) p#n1+n2 .
By assumption 3.1(1) and by the generalisation of Fekete’s lemma by Hammersley [7] the limit exists as
claimed.
Continue by choosing m1 = bn1c and m1+m2 = b(n1+ n2)c in equation (8). In the context of
Assumptions A(3), this gives the following lemma.
Lemma 4 (Lemma 3.3 in reference [9]). There exists a function zn1,n2 , dependent on , and with |zn1,n2 | ≤ 1,
such that
p#n1(bn1c) p#n2(bn2c + zn1,n2) ≤ p#n1+n2(b(n1+ n2)c).
Proof. Either bac + bbc = ba+ bc, or bac + bbc = ba+ bc − 1.
That is, for some given values of , n1, and n2, bn1c + bn2c = b(n1+ n2)c − 1. In this event the
supermultiplicative inequality in Assumptions A(3) gives p#n1(bn1c) p#n2(bn2c +1) ≤ p#n1+n2(b(n1+ n2)c).
On the other hand, if bn1c + bn2c = b(n1+ n2)c, then p#n1(bn1c) p#n2(bn2c) ≤ p#n1+n2(b(n1+ n2)c.
Define zn1,n2 = 1 if bn1c + bn2c = b(n1+ n2)c − 1, and zero otherwise. Then these two inequalities
can be combined into p#n1(bn1c) p#n2(bn2c + zn1,n2) ≤ p#n1+n2(b(n1+ n2)c) for any n1 and n2.
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The result in lemma 4 can be used to show that the limit limn→∞ 1n log p
#
n (bnc) exists.
Theorem 5 (Theorem 3.4 in reference [9]). Let  ∈ (m, M). Then the limit
logP#() = lim
n→∞
1
n log p
#
n (bnc)
exists. Moreover, there is an ηn ∈ {0, 1} such that for each value of n, p#n (bnc+ ηn) ≤ [P#()]n.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Fekete’s lemma; see for example theorem A.1 in reference [10].
Choose n1+ n2 = n, n1 = n− k and n2 = k in the supermultiplicative inequality in lemma 4. Then it
follows that
p#n−k(b(n− k)c) p#k (bkc+ zn−k,k) ≤ p#n (bnc). (†)
Put n = Nm+ r , where m is a large fixed natural number, and with N0 ≤ r < N0+m, for some fixed large
N0. Assume that n  N0.
If k = r , then equation (†) becomes
p#mN(bmNc) p#r (brc+ zmN,r ) ≤ p#mN+r (b(mN + r)c).
Increase N0, if necessary, until brc ≥ Ar + zmN,r (with Ar defined in Assumptions A(2)). Since  > m,
and zmN,r ∈ {0, 1}, this is always possible.
Apply equation (†) to p#mN(bmNc), with k = m, recursively, for n = mN, m(N − 1), . . .,m. The result
is
p#n (bnc) = p#mN+r (b(mN + r)c)
≥ p#mN(b(mN)c) p#r (brc+ zmN,r )
≥ p#
m(N− 1)(b(m(N − 1))c) p#m (bmc+ zm(N− 1),m) p#r (brc+ zmN,r )
≥ · · ·
≥
 N∏
j=1
p#m (bmc+ zm(N−j),m)
 p#r (brc+ zmN,r ).
Choose ηm to be that value of j in the set {0, 1} which minimizes p#m (bmc+ j). Then the zm(N−j),m in
the above may be replaced by ηm. The result is that
p#mN+r (b(mN + r)c) ≥
[
p#m (bmc+ ηm)
]N
p#r (brc+ zmN,r ).
Take logarithms of this, and divide by n = mN + r . Fix the value of m and take the limit inferior as n →∞
on the left hand side. With m fixed, N →∞, while N0 ≤ r < N0 +m, this becomes
lim inf
n→∞
1
n log p
#
n (bnc) ≥ 1m log p#m (bmc+ ηm). (./)
Now take the limsup as m →∞ on the right hand side. Then
lim inf
n→∞
1
n log p
#
n (bnc) ≥ lim sup
m→∞
1
m log p
#
m (bmc+ ηm). (‡)
Proceed by choosing n1+ n2 = m, n1 = m− k , n2 = k , with m1+m2 = bmc+ ηm and m1 =
b(m− k)c in equation (8). This gives
p#m−k(b(m− k)c) p#k (bmc− b(m− k)c + ηm) ≤ p#m (bmc+ ηm).
Define δm,k by bkc+ δm,k = bmc − b(m− k)c. Clearly, |δm,k | ≤ 1, with the result that
p#m−k(b(m− k)c) p#k (bkc+ δm,k + ηm) ≤ p#m (bmc+ ηm).
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Increase k , if necessary, until bkc ≥ Ak +2 ≥ Ak + δm,k + ηm, with Ak as defined in Assumptions A(2).
Since  > m this is always possible. Fix k , take logarithms and divide the above by m, and take the limsup
on the left hand side as m →∞. This gives
lim sup
m→∞
1
m log p
#
m (bmc) ≤ lim sup
m→∞
1
m log p
#
m (bmc + ηm). ()
Comparison of this with equation (‡) establishes the existence of the limit. By equation (./) there exists
an ηn ∈ {0, 1} such that p#n (bnc + ηn) ≤ [P#()]n for each value of n.
Concavity of logP#() (see equation (7) and theorem 5) is shown as follows.
Theorem 6. logP#() is a concave function of  ∈ (m, M). P#() is continuous in (m, M), has right-
and left-derivatives everywhere in (m, M), and is differentiable almost everywhere in (m, M).
Proof. Choose  and δ so that m <  < δ < M .
Choose ηn be that value of j in the set {0, 1} which minimizes p#n (bδnc+ j).
Choose n1 = n2 = n, m1 = bnc andm1+m2 = b(+ δ)nc in equation (8). Thenm2 = b(+ δ)nc − bnc.
Using the same arguments as in lemma 4, there exists an integer zn, dependent on δ and , such that
m2 = bδnc+ zn and zn ∈ {0, 1}.
These choices in equation (8) give p#n (bnc) p#n (bδnc+ zn) ≤ p#2n(b(+ δ)nc). One may replace zn by
ηn ∈ {0, 1} so that
p#n (bnc) p#n (bδnc+ ηn) ≤ p#2n(b(+ δ)nc).
Dividing this by n, and taking the limsup on the left hand side as n →∞, gives
logP#() + lim sup
n→∞
1
n log p
#
n (bδnc + ηn) ≤ 2 logP#( 12(+ δ)).
Finally, equation () in the proof of theorem 5 may be used to obtain
logP#() + logP#(δ) ≤ 2 logP#( 12(+ δ)).
Thus, logP#() is concave in (m, M).
3 Proof of theorem 3.6 in reference [9]
In many applications one is interested in the limiting behaviour of p#n (δn), where δn is a sequence such that
limn→∞ 1n δn = δ with m < δ < M . It should be expected that
lim
n→∞
1
n log p
#
n (δn) = logP#(δ)
in these circumstances, and below in theorem 7 this shown to be the case. Theorem 7 was first stated in
reference [9] in 2000, but the proof presented there is irreparably flawed. The proof below fixes the proof
of this theorem.
Theorem 7 (Theorem 3.6 in [9]). Let δn be a sequence of integers such that An < δn < Bn for all n ≥ N0.
Suppose that limn→∞ 1n δn = δ, with m < δ < M . Then
lim
n→∞
1
n log p
#
n (δn) = logP#(δ).
Proof. Apply inequality (8) N − 1 times to obtain[
p#n (δn)
]N ≤ p#nN(Nδn) = p#nN(nN 1n δn)
6
Take the logarithm on both sides, divide by nN and let N →∞. Then by theorem 5,
1
n log p
#
n (δn) ≤ logP#( 1n δn).
Take the lim sup on the left hand side of this inequality; since P#() is a concave function, it is continuous
on (m, M), and in particular since 1n δn → δ, the result is
lim sup
n→∞
1
n log p
#
n (δn) ≤ logP#(δ). (11)
Next, notice that if δ ∈ (m, M), then
δn − bδ(n− k)c = bδkc+ fn (12)
where fn = o(n). Define κn =
⌊
max{
√
n |fn|,
√
n}
⌋
so that κn = o(n) and fn = o(κn). Notice that
κn →∞ as n →∞.
Claim: There exists an N such that for all n > N,
δn − bδ(n−κn)c > Aκn .
Proof of claim: Let κn and fn be as defined above.
By lemma 2 for all n ∈ N,
1
nAn ≥ limn→∞
1
nAn = m.
Let α = 13(δ − m) > 0. Since κn →∞ as n →∞, this shows, in particular, that there is an N0 such that
m ≤ 1κnAκn < m + α, for all n > N0.
By equation (12),
1
κn
(δn − bδ(n−κn)c) = 1κn (bδκnc+ fn) .
If n →∞, then κn →∞ and this gives
lim
n→∞
1
κn
(δn − bδ(n−κn)c) = δ
since fn = o(κn). In other words, for α as above, there exists an N1 such that for all n > N1,
1
κn
(δn − bδ(n−κn)c) > δ − α.
Put N = max{N0, N1} and suppose that n > N. Then, by the above
1
κn
Aκn < m + α < δ − α < 1κn (δn − bδ(n−κn)c) .
That is, for all n > N,
δn − bδ(n−κn)c > Aκn .
This completes the proof of the claim. 4
Notice that similar to the proof of the claim above, and by lemma 2 above, there is an M such that
δn − bδ(n−κn)c < Bκn
for all n > M. Indeed, notice that with κn as defined above,
lim
n→∞
1
κn
(δn − bδ(n−κn)c) = δ < M = lim
n→∞
1
nBn.
7
That is, for small α > 0 and α < 13(M − δ), there is a M such that for all n > M,
δn − bδ(n−κn)c < (δ+α)κn < (M −α)κn < Bκn .
Put J = max{N,M}. Then for all n > J,
Akn < δn − bδ(n−κn)c < Bκn .
Since κn = o(n) in the claim above, n−κn →∞ as n →∞. Use equation (8) with n1 = n−κn, n2 = κn,
m1 = bδ(n−κn)c and m2 = δn − bδ(n−κn)c. Then
p#n−κn(bδ(n−κn)c) p#κn(δn − bδ(n−κn)c) ≤ p#n (δn).
Take logarithms, divide by n, and take the limit inferior on the right hand side as n → ∞. Since Akn <
δn − bδ(n−κn)c < Bκn for all n > J, and κn = o(n), this gives
logP#(δ) = lim
n→∞
1
n log p
#
n−κn(bδ(n − κn)c) ≤ lim infn→∞
1
n log p
#
n (δn)
by equation (10). This completes the proof, by equation (11).
Equation (11) can also be obtained using the integrated density functions (see section 3.3 in reference
[9], and similarly, section 3.3 in reference [10]). Let
p#n (≤m) =
m∑
j=An
p#n (j), and p
#
n (≥m) =
Bn∑
j=m
p#n (j).
By theorems 3.13 and 3.16 in reference [9], the integrated density functions are defined by the limits
logP#(≤) = lim
n→∞
1
n log p
#
n (≤bnc) and logP#(≥) = lim
n→∞
1
n log p
#
n (≥bnc) (13)
for all  ∈ (m, M). logP#(≤) and logP#(≥) are concave functions of  ∈ (m, M), and moreover, are
related to P#() by
logP#() = max {logP#(≤), logP#(≥)} , for  ∈ (m, M). (14)
Let  > 0 be small and let N be large so that δn < (δ+ )n for all n ≥ N. Clearly
p#n (δn) ≤ p#n (≤δn) ≤ p#n (≤b(δ+ )nc).
Take logarithms on both sides, divide by n and take the limit superior on the left hand side. This shows
that for any  > 0,
lim sup
n→∞
1
n log p
#
n (δn) ≤ logP#(≤(δ+ ))
by theorem 3.13. Since logP#(≤δ) is a concave function of δ, take → 0+ to see that
lim sup
n→∞
1
n log p
#
n (δn) ≤ logP#(≤δ). (15)
A similar argument gives
p#n (δn) ≤ p#n (≥δn) ≤ p#n (≥b(δ− )nc)
which gives eventually
lim sup
n→∞
1
n log p
#
n (δn) ≤ logP#(≥δ). (16)
8
By equations (15) and (16), and by theorem 3.16 in reference [9],
lim sup
n→∞
1
n log p
#
n (δn) ≤ min {logP#(≤δ), logP#(≥δ)} = logP#(δ). (17)
This is the same result as shown in equation (11) above.
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